Direct imaging of transvenous radiofrequency cardiac ablation using a steerable fiberoptic infrared endoscope.
Direct imaging through blood has been achieved in vivo using fiberoptics and infrared wavelength technology. The purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility of using a percutaneous, steerable, fiberoptic infrared endoscope to identify and characterize the electrode-tissue interface during transvenous cardiac ablation. Infrared endoscopy was performed during 24 catheter ablation attempts in 10 mongrel dogs. Infrared imaging was performed through a transparent dome located at the tip of a 7Fr steerable endoscope using an imaging wavelength of 1,620 nm. Radiofrequency ablation was performed using a 4-mm-tip electrode catheter. Attempts were made to identify the electrode-endocardial interface at each ablation site and to characterize any signal changes during ablation. The electrode-tissue interface could be identified at 19 of the 24 ablation sites. Changes at the electrode-tissue interface were observed during ablation at 14 sites, which included a gradual increase in the tissue signal intensity at 12 sites. Small lucencies near the ablation electrode were observed at six sites. There was no interference during energy delivery. Endocardial features identified by endoscopy correlated with the postmortem appearance. Direct imaging of intracardiac structures and the electrode-tissue interface can be achieved through blood during transvenous catheter ablation with infrared endoscopy using a steerable, fiberoptic, infrared endoscopic catheter. Ablation lesion formation can be seen as a gradual increase in signal intensity. Fiberoptic infrared endoscopy appears to be a promising new tool for guiding catheter ablation.